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FIRST ADULT LESSON CHECKLIST

Build rapport by finding out about 
your new student, their family, 
hobbies, lifestyle and previous 
music experience.

Give the student a “quick win”:
• Work out if there is a way you 
can start teaching their “ultimate 
piece”. If so, make a start, even if 
you feel it’s way too hard and you’re 
having to do a lot of simplification 
– that’s OK!
• Depending on their ability 
and experience, do some simple 
improvising (black keys for 
beginners – see my NBB lesson 
plan 1 or white keys for students 
with some experience – see NBB 
lesson 2).
• Teach them how to improvise 
using a few notes of the Blues Scale 
in C.
• Teach them the basics of chords 
using my 4CC Lesson Plan 1.

Allow them the 
chance to play 
something if they’d 
like.

Work together on some 
achievable goals for the 
next month or quarter (or 
whatever time period suits 
your studio and location).

If they don’t want to play anything, ask them what their “ultimate piece” is 
(either music they love listening to or would one day love to play) and watch 
it together on YouTube.

Set them some home 
play (note: not ‘practice’) 
activities that they can go 
on with. If you’re following 
any of my lesson plans, you’ll 
find home activities listed for 
each lesson.

Let them know how much 
you’re looking forward to 
seeing them next time!

In the first 
lesson
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DO:

• Be positive, enthusiastic and engaging.
• Make a real connection and remember 
important facts they’ve shared with you.
• Let them play the piano as much as possible 
• Quietly assess their skills: hand position, 
rhythmic sense, aural ability, etc. 
• Find out their goals for piano and what they’re 
trying to achieve and note for your reference.
• Give them a quick win.
• Ensure they leave with something to play/
explore.
• Find out if they have a piano (digital or 
acoustic) to play on and how much time they’ll 
have to play.
• Consider giving them an easy listening 
activity they can do in their spare time. For 
example, if their “ultimate piece” is Chopin’s 
Fantastic Impromptu, suggest they listen to 
some easier Chopin works to get them inspired. 
If they had an absolute blast playing some 
blues in lesson 1, give them some more blues/
boogie to listen to online. If they really want 
to play “Hey Jude”, ask them to see if they can 
sing along next time or even hum the bass line. 
Be imaginative.
• Plan out their next few lessons while it’s fresh 
in mind: choose the right approach/music/
activities, etc. to suit their goals and skill level 
now that you know them better.

DON’T:

• Open a method book.
• Worry about their 
technique…yet.
• Use any printed 
resources that are 
designed for children.
• Try and teach them 
to read music (unless 
they already have skills 
in this area and this is 
part of their goals).
• Talk about “practice” 
(if they’ve had a bad 
experience as a child 
with music, it probably 
revolved around 
practice). Try using the 
word “play” instead.
• Expect huge 
improvement when you 
next see them!
• Get upset if they 
haven’t touched their 
instrument by the next 
lesson.
• Worry if you feel you 
haven’t achieved much. 
It’s OK 




